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Abstract11
Understanding the emergence of biodiversity patterns in nature is a cen-12
tral problem in biology. Theoretical models of speciation have addressed this13
question in the macroecological scale, but little has been done to connect mi-14
croevolutionary processes with macroevolutionary patterns. Knowledge of the15
evolutionary history allows the study of patterns underlying the processes be-16
ing modeled, revealing their signatures and the role of speciation and extinc-17
tion in shaping macroevolutionary patterns. In this paper we introduce two18
algorithms to record the evolutionary history of populations and species in19
individual-based models of speciation, from which genealogies and phylogenies20
can be constructed. The first algorithm relies on saving ancestor-descendant21
relationships, generating a matrix that contains the times to the most recent22
common ancestor between all pairs of individuals at every generation (the Most23
Recent Common Ancestor Time matrix, MRCAT). The second algorithm di-24
rectly records all speciation and extinction events throughout the evolutionary25
process, generating a matrix with the true phylogeny of species (the Sequential26
Speciation and Extinction Events, SSEE). We illustrate the use of these algo-27
rithms in a spatially explicit individual-based model of speciation. We compare28
the trees generated via MRCAT and SSEE algorithms with trees inferred by29
methods that use only genetic distance between individuals of extant species,30
commonly used in empirical studies and applied here to simulated genetic data.31
Comparisons between trees are performed with metrics describing the overall32
topology, branch length distribution and imbalance degree. We observe that33
both MRCAT and distance-based trees differ from the true phylogeny, with the34
first being closer to the true tree than the second.35
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1. Introduction38
The origin of the patterns of diversity at macroecological scale is a central39
problem in biology [1–3]. In the last decades patterns such as geographical40
variation in species richness, species abundance distributions and species-area41
relationships, have been studied from empirical and theoretical perspectives42
[4–8]. Neutral models of speciation – where differences between individuals are43
irrelevant for their birth, death, and dispersal rates [3, 9] – have played a central44
role in understanding the patterns of diversity at the macroecological scale.45
With the help of computers, it became possible to test different hypothesis about46
the mechanisms of speciation, such as sympatric versus allopatric processes,47
assortative mating and the effect of number of genes [10–12].48
Among the different theoretical approaches designed to quantitatively study49
speciation [3, 13], models that explicitly incorporate space have allowed the50
study of major macroecological patterns that could be compared with those ob-51
served in nature [2, 7, 14, 15]. However, these models have given little attention52
to the historical or evolutionary dimension of the origin of diversity, which is53
reflected in the macroevolutionary patterns described by phylogenetic trees [16–54
19]. Because of the increased interest in the role of microevolutionary processes55
on the resulting macroecological patterns, the extension of these approaches to56
include algorithms that track the branching or phylogenetic divergence process57
is a next fundamental step to further explore models of speciation using simu-58
lations [16, 20, 21]. Individual-based models (IBM) widely used in biology [22]59
have the advantage that can be easily extended to include this historical per-60
spective and to provide a record of the ancestor-descendant relationships among61
the simulated individuals and/or species. These relationships can be stored in62
matrices from which individual genealogies and species trees (i.e. phylogenies)63
may be directly obtained.64
In this article we describe two algorithms that save historical information in65
individual-based models of speciation. The first algorithm focuses on genealogies66
and the quantity saved is the parenthood of each individual. With parenthood67
registered, the time to the most recent common ancestor, i.e., the number of68
generations needed to go backward to find a common ancestor of one individual69
with another individual of the population, can be easily calculated in terms70
of the common ancestor of the parents. These times are computed at every71
generation between all pairs of individuals and, at the end of the simulation, are72
saved in a matrix (the Most Recent Common Ancestor Time matrix - MRCAT).73
The second algorithm focuses on phylogenies and consists of directly records74
all speciation and extinction events (the Sequential Speciation and Extinction75
Events - SSEE) and set a matrix analogous to MRCAT but whose entries are76
species rather than individuals. The SSEE matrix contains the exact branching77
times in the simulated clade or community, including all extinct species. The78
MRCAT and SSEE matrices can be used to draw the exact branching sequence79
of the simulated individuals and species, respectively. These procedures differ80
from the inference methods based on phenotypic and genetic traits used to81
estimate phylogenies in natural studies, because in our model we are looking82
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for the branching process forward in time, while in usual approaches the same83
process is looked backwards in time. In addition to the presentation of the84
MRCAT and SSEE algorithms, we compare the trees they generate with those85
obtained by usual distance-based methods of phylogenetic inference using only86
genetic data from simulated individuals of the final community. Comparing87
these inferred phylogenies with those generated by MRCAT or SSEE algorithms88
might offer a practical way to evaluate the reliability of the estimated trees to89
recover natural macroevolutionary patterns.90
The paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we describe the algorithms91
to record ancestor-descendant relationships (MRCAT, subsection 2.1) and spe-92
ciation/extinction events (SSEE, subsection 2.2). In subsection 2.3 we compare93
the true phylogenetic tree obtained from the SSEE algorithm with genealogies94
of individuals obtained from the MRCAT algorithm considering only one indi-95
vidual per species. In section 3 we discuss the applications of the algorithms96
proposed in section 2. First, we present an individual-based model of specia-97
tion proposed in [2] in which the algorithms regarding the ancestor-descendant98
relationships and the branching process were incorporated (subsection 3.1). We99
emphasize that the algorithms are quite general and could be implemented in100
most IBM’s. Next, we briefly describe the Unweighted Paired Group Method101
with Arithmetic mean (UPGMA) [23], the Neighbor Joining (NJ) [24] and the102
Minimum Evolution (ME) [25] methods, which are based on genetic distances103
calculated directly from one individual of each species present in the last gen-104
eration of the simulation (subsection 3.2). While closer to what empiricists do,105
the phylogenies derived from these methods are further from the true phylogeny106
generated by the SSEE algorithm than is the phylogeny based on the MRCAT107
algorithm presented here. We end this section presenting the statistical mea-108
surements used to compare phylogenies obtained from algorithms proposed here109
with those estimated by distance-based methods (subsection 3.3). The goal is110
to show that the accuracy of some methods usually employed when the only111
information available is the data of individuals collected from nature can be112
evaluated with the help of models. In section 4 we present the results regarding113
the output of simulations and the comparisons of phylogeny summary statistics.114
Finally, section 5 was devoted to discussion and section 6 to conclusions.115
2. Registering the history of individuals and species116
In this section we describe two algorithms to record historical information117
during the evolution of a population. The first algorithm records genealogical118
relationships between all pairs of individuals at every generation. The second,119
in turn, registers all the speciation and extinction events that occur along the120
evolutionary history. These algorithms are general enough to be applied to most121
individual-based models of speciation.122
2.1. Ancestor-descendant relationships among individuals - MRCAT123
In this subsection we show how the time to the most recent common ancestor124
between all pairs of individuals can be obtained by keeping track of parental re-125
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Individuals at generation t+ 1 Parent at generation t
1 P (1) = 4
2 P (2) = 8
3 P (3) = 1
4 P (4) = 4
. . . . . .
Nt+1 P (Nt+1) = 15
Table 1: List of individuals (i) at generation t + 1 and their respective parents (P (i)) at
generation t in an asexual model. This information is necessary to construct the MRCAT
matrix. Parents of each individual must be recorded to track the most recent common ancestor
between individuals at the end of a simulation. Note that individuals at generation t are not
the same individuals at generation t+ 1 (discrete generations).
lationships at every generation. We also show how this information can be used126
to draw the genealogy of individuals of the last simulated generation. We dis-127
tinguish between asexual and sexual models because of the technical differences128
in tracking only one or two parents.129
2.1.1. Asexual models130
Consider a population of Nt asexual individuals at generation t. The pop-131
ulation at the next generation, t + 1, will be comprised of offspring of these132
individuals and the parent of individual i will be denoted P (i).133
An example is shown in Table 1, where P (1) = 4, P (2) = 8, P (3) = 1, etc.134
The MRCAT between individuals i and j is135
Tt+1(i, j) = Tt(P (i), P (j)) + 1. (1)
which is simply the time to the most recent common ancestor between the136
parents plus one, since a generation has passed [26]. As examples137
Tt+1(1, 2) = Tt(4, 8) + 1
and138
Tt+1(1, 4) = Tt(4, 4) + 1 = 1.
since in this last case they have the same parent. Starting from T0(i, j) = 1 if139
i 6= j and noting that Tt(i, i) = 0 at all times the rule (1) allows one to compute140
the MRCAT matrix for any number of generations. The matrix T is stored only141
for two times, the past and the present generation, so that the memory cost142
does not depend on time, only on the (square) size of population. A schematic143
view of the algorithm is shown in Fig. 1, where the genealogical relationships144
between 9 individuals originated from a single ancestor is represented. In this145
example the total population size is kept fixed, so that the full MRCAT matrix146
is always 9×9. The phylogeny of the community can be drawn by selecting one147
individual per species at each moment in time. The corresponding matrices at148
t = 3 and t = 6 are given by149
4
Figure 1: Illustration of ancestor-descendant relationships for an asexual population with
constant size N = 9 implemented with MRCAT algorithm. Each square is an individual
and colors represent different species. Phylogenetic trees are constructed by selecting one
individual per species (shaded squares).
T3 =

0 1 2 3
1 0 2 3
2 2 0 3
3 3 3 0
 ; T6 =

0 2 5 5 6
2 0 5 5 6
5 5 0 3 6
5 5 3 0 6
6 6 6 6 0
 . (2)
where the selected individuals are shown in shaded colors (from top to bottom)150
at the corresponding times.151
2.1.2. Sexual models152
The generation of MRCAT matrices in sexual models is slightly different,153
since each individual i has two parents, a mother P1(i) and a father P2(i). Con-154
sider as an example a population which has 4 females and 3 males in generation155
t and gives rise to 5 females and 3 males in generation t + 1 (Table 2). Notice156
that not only the total number of individuals but also the number of males and157
females may vary over generations. As the model is sexual, both maternal and158
paternal lineages can be followed in the simulations, allowing the generation of159
two different MRCAT matrices and their corresponding trees. A third option is160
not tracking lineages by sex, but record the most recent common ancestor tak-161
ing into account both parents, which is the only option if the model considers162
hermaphroditic individuals.163
164
– Maternal and paternal lineages. The maternal lineage of individuals is165
obtained by computing the time to the most recent common ancestor of their166
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Individuals at generation t+ 1 Mother at generation t Father at generation t
Females
1 P1(1) = 4 P2(1) = 6
2 P1(2) = 3 P2(2) = 7
3 P1(3) = 1 P2(3) = 7
4 P1(4) = 4 P2(4) = 5
5 P1(5) = 2 P2(5) = 6
Males
6 P1(6) = 1 P2(6) = 5
7 P1(7) = 3 P2(7) = 5
8 P1(8) = 3 P2(8) = 7
Table 2: List of individuals (i) at generation t+1 and their respective parents (P1(i) = mother
and P2(i) = father) at generation t in a sexual model. In this case each individual has two
parents, P1 and P2. Notice that the couple 3 and 7 at generation t had two offspring, the
individuals 2 and 8 at generation t+1, while other couples had only one offspring. Additionally,
notice that there were 4 females and 3 males at generation t, while there are 5 females and 3
males at generation t+ 1.
corresponding mothers:167
TMt+1(i, j) = T
M
t (P1(i), P1(j)) + 1 (3)
with TM0 (i, j) = 1 if i 6= j and TMt (i, i) = 0. Similarly, the paternal lineage is168
computed with169
TFt+1(i, j) = T
F
t (P2(i), P2(j)) + 1 (4)
with TF0 (i, j) = 1 if i 6= j and TFt (i, i) = 0. Both TM and TF are computed for170
all individuals, females and males.171
172
– Lineages of hermaphroditic individuals. Many simulations consider, for173
simplicity, hermaphroditic individuals. In this case, the separation into maternal174
and paternal lineages does not make sense and the definition of the MRCAT175
matrix is176
Tt+1(i, j) = min{k,l}{Tt(Pk(i), Pl(j))}+ 1 (5)
with k, l = {1, 2}, T0(i, j) = 1 and Tt(i, i) = 0. This considers, literally, the most177
recent common ancestor of i and j, taking all parental combinations into ac-178
count. The same definition is applied to sexual models with sex separation when179
the recorded genealogy does not separate the maternal and paternal lineages. In180
the case of hermaphroditic model the MRCAT matrix does not determine the181
tree uniquely. A detailed example of this situation is described in Supporting182
Information, section I.183
2.1.3. Drawing genealogies from MRCAT matrices184
At the end of the simulated evolutionary process the MRCAT matrix con-185
tains the time to the most recent common ancestor between every pair of in-186
dividuals of the extant population and this information can be used to draw187
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genealogical trees. Drawing the tree from the MRCAT matrix consists in join-188
ing individuals into groups according to their most recent common ancestral189
(Fig. 1). The tree starts with N units (the extant individuals) and at each190
step of the process two of these units are joined together to form a group, so191
that the number of units decreases by 1. Next, the time to the most recent192
common ancestral between the newly formed group and the other units of the193
tree (previously formed groups or extant individuals) are recalculated with a194
so called clustering method. Once the times have been recalculated, the pair of195
units with the least time is joined into a new group. The process ends when196
a single unit is left, the root of the tree. As discussed in the SI, section I, a197
unique tree is generated independently of the clustering method for asexual,198
maternal or paternal lineages. For hermaphroditic populations or for sex sep-199
aration but with the MRCA taking into account both parents that is not the200
case. In these situations more than one tree can be constructed from the same201
MRCAT matrix using different clustering procedures. In all cases the tips (or202
leaves) of the tree represent extant individuals whereas internal nodes represent203
the most recent common ancestor between a pair of individuals. Branch length204
denote the time in generations between an ancestor and its descendants (see,205
for instance, Fig. S1 in the SI). More information about the drawing of trees is206
available in Supporting Information, section II.207
2.2. Recording all speciation and extinction events - SSEE208
The algorithm described in subsection 2.1 records the ancestor-descendant209
relationships between all pairs of individuals in the population at a given point210
in time. This allows the drawing of entire genealogies. However, information211
about individuals that died without leaving descendants or species that went212
extinct is totally lost. In this subsection we describe an algorithm that allows213
the construction of the true phylogenetic tree, retaining information about all214
species that ever existed during the evolution (Fig. 2).
t=1 t=5 t=12 t=18 t=20 t=22
1 1
4
8 8
4
1413
1 1
4
17
13
5
3
4
1 1
17
13
8
3
4
5 5
1 1
t=26
16
13
3 3
4
Figure 2: Illustration of speciation and extinction events implemented with SSEE algorithm
and the corresponding phylogenetic trees exhibiting the complete history. Colored squares
represent individuals of different species, and colored circles in phylogenies represent each
species, with numbers denoting the time to speciation and extinction events.
215
We will use a new matrix St (the SSEE matrix) such that St(i, j) is the time216
when species i and j branched off a common ancestral species. Species that217
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go extinct will be kept in the matrix but will be assigned a label to distinguish218
them from living (extant) species. This label will be stored in a extinction vector219
Et such that Et(i) = 0 indicates a living species at time t and Et(i) = τ 6= 0220
indicates the moment τ when the species disappeared.221
The algorithm is as follows: consider the hypothetical sequence of speciation222
and extinction events displayed in Fig. 2. At time t=18 there are three species223
that we denote as Orange(18), Red(18) and Blue(18) and the corresponding S224
matrix and E vector are225
S18 =
 0 1 141 0 14
14 14 0
 ; E18 =
 00
0
 . (6)
Two generations later, at t = 20, one finds only two species, Orange(20) and226
Blue(20). Notice that names (and colours) are arbitrary and to determine the227
relation between these species and the ones at the previous time step we need228
to look at the parents of individuals in each species. Suppose, as illustrated in229
the figure, that we find that the parents of individuals in Orange(20) belonged230
to species Orange(18). In this case we draw a link between Orange(18) and231
Orange(20) and mark Orange(18) as a species that survived that time step, i.e.,232
we set E20(1) = 0. Similarly Blue(20) links with Blue(18) and E20(2) = 0.233
Looking at the previous generation we notice that species Red(18) did not leave234
any descendant species, i.e., it went extinct. In order to keep track of it we235
create a virtual species Red(20) and set E20(3) = 20 as a mark that it is no236
longer a living species and went extinct at time 20. The SSEE and E vector at237
time 20 become238
S20 =
 0 16 316 0 16
3 16 0
 ; E20 =
 00
20
 . (7)
Extinct species are, therefore, treated as species that will never again spe-239
ciate, but will be kept in the matrix. When drawing the corresponding tree240
its branch will stop at the value E(i). Proceeding in this way, with the living241
species always filling the first part of the matrix, followed by copies of extinct242
species, we can draw the complete phylogeny and study extinction dynamics as243
well. At time t = 26 the SSEE matrix and extinction vector E are244
S26 =

0 1 22 22 9
1 0 22 22 9
22 22 0 5 22
22 22 5 0 22
9 9 22 22 0
 ; E26 =

0
0
0
0
20
 . (8)
One important case occurs when two species merge into a single species245
(speciation reversal). This might happen, for instance, when two species that246
have just become reproductively isolated are able to breed again because of a247
mutation. The resulting merged species will have individuals with parents in248
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both ancestral species and we need to define which one “survived” and which249
went extinct. Although this is just a matter of labeling the species, we call the250
surviving species the one with most parents in the previous generation.251
The drawing of species phylogenies for SSEE matrices is almost identical252
to that for MRCAT matrices. The only differences are that internal nodes253
represent speciation events, not the time to MRCA, and branches associated254
to extinct species should not be drawn all the way down to present time, but255
should stop at the extinction time recorded in the vector E. As in the MRCAT256
case of separation of lineages by sex, a unique tree is generated independently257
of the clustering procedure chosen, due to the exact times of speciation and258
extinction recorded in simulations based on this algorithm.259
2.3. Phylogenies generated by ancestor-descendant relationships (MRCAT) ver-260
sus trees from speciation and extinction events (SSEE)261
At the end of a simulation the MRCAT matrix contains the exact time to262
the most recent common ancestor between every pair of individuals in the pop-263
ulation. The SSEE matrix contains the equivalent information at the species264
level, including extinct species. Both matrices can be used to draw phylogenetic265
trees. To draw a phylogeny of species considering the ancestor-descendant rela-266
tionships between individuals we can use the MRCAT matrix with the following267
reasoning: if NS species exist at time t and ind(i, j) is the j-th individual of the268
i-th species, a NS×NS sub-matrix of the full MRCAT matrix can be generated269
considering only one individual per species (Fig. 1); a simple choice is to take270
ind(i, 1) for i = 1, 2, . . . NS so that T
phy
i,j ≡ Tind(1,i),ind(1,j).271
The tree drawn from the SSEE algorithm is the true phylogeny of species,272
because it records the exact speciation and extinction events, representing the273
actual branching process. On the other hand, the phylogeny of species drawn274
from the MRCAT algorithm is different, although similar, from the true phy-275
logeny, because the time to the most recent common ancestor between individ-276
uals of different species is only an approximation to the speciation time, since277
speciation can happen several generations later. Figure 3 illustrates this situ-278
ation: if a population splits into three species in two closely spaced speciation279
events, it might happen that the first group to speciate, species A in the figure,280
has a more recent common ancestor with the subgroup B than B with C. During281
the time when B and C still form a single species reproduction between their in-282
dividuals might not happen for a while until they split, preserving the long time283
ancestry. This is more likely to happen in populations with a spatial structure284
when individuals belonging to the two subpopulations occupy different areas.285
3. Applications of MRCAT and SSEE algorithms to an individual-286
based model287
3.1. The speciation model288
The model considered here to exemplify the MRCAT and SSEE algorithms289
is an extension of the speciation model introduced in [2] and adapted in [27] to290
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A B C
A B C A B Ca1 a2 a3 c1 c2 c3b1 b2
Genealogy Population evolution MRCAT phylogeny SSEE phylogeny
Figure 3: Illustration of a genealogy recorded with MRCAT and the corresponding population
evolution. The phylogenies constructed via MRCAT and SSEE differ in this case because,
although individuals from species A and B have a more recent common ancestor than with
individuals in C, species A split first, followed by the separation of B and C.
characterize individuals with separated sexes (males and females). The model291
has already been studied in terms of speciation rates, species-area relationships292
and species abundance distributions. Here we are adding the historical informa-293
tion generated by MRCAT and SSEE algorithms, i.e., recording the parenthood294
of individuals from one generation to another (genealogy) as well as the pattern295
and time of the speciation and extinction events (phylogeny or time tree).296
The model describes a population of N haploid individuals that are geneti-297
cally identical at the beginning of the simulation and are randomly distributed298
in a L × L spatial lattice with periodic boundary conditions. More than one299
individual is allowed in each site of the lattice, but because the density of the300
population is low, this seldom occurs. The genome of each individual is repre-301
sented by a sequence of B binary loci, with state 0 or 1, where each locus plays302
the role of an independent biallelic gene. Individuals also carry one separate303
label that specify their sex, male or female. The evolution of the population304
involves the combined influence of sexual reproduction, mutation and dispersal305
[2].306
The reproduction trial starts with individual 1 and goes to individual N , so307
that all individuals of the population have a chance to reproduce. The individ-308
ual selected for reproduction, the focal individual, searches for potential mates309
in its mating range, a circular area of radius S centered on its spatial location.310
The focal individual can only reproduce with those within its mating range and311
if they are genetically compatible, i.e., if the genetic distance between them is312
below a particular threshold G. Among the compatible individuals within its313
mating range one of the opposite sex is randomly chosen as mating partner.314
Individuals whose genetic distance is larger than G are considered reproduc-315
tively isolated (threshold effect [3]). Genetic distances between individuals are316
calculated as the Hamming distance [28] between their genetic sequences, i.e.,317
the number of loci at which the corresponding alleles are different.318
Once the focal individual finds a compatible mate of the opposite sex, repro-319
duction proceeds with the combination of their genetic materials to produce the320
offspring genome, with each locus having an equal probability of being transmit-321
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ted from mother or father. After combination of parental genomes, each locus322
in the offspring genome can mutate with probability µ. Finally, the offspring323
replaces the focal reproducing individual. In each reproductive event only one324
descendant is generated. The offspring is then dispersed with probability D to325
one of the 20 nearest sites (radius approximately equal to
√
5 ≈ 2.24) around326
the expiring focal parent. Conversely, with probability 1−D the offspring will327
be placed exactly in the same site of its focal expiring parent. Hence, close to328
the location of every individual of the previous generation there will be an indi-329
vidual in the present generation, keeping the spatial distribution homogeneous.330
There is a probability Q that the focal individual will die without reproducing.331
In this case a neighbor is randomly selected from its mating range to reproduce332
in its place, so that the population size remains constant.333
Evolution proceeds in non-overlapping discrete generations such that the334
entire population is replaced by offspring. Species are defined as groups of in-335
dividuals connected by gene flow, so that any pair of individuals belonging to336
different species are reproductively isolated (genetic distance greater than G).337
However, two individuals belonging to the same species can also be reproduc-338
tively isolated, as long as they can exchange genes indirectly through other339
individuals of the species. This model is considered neutral because individuals340
choose their mates randomly from a mating range, independent of their genetic341
composition except for the genetic threshold of reproductive compatibility, so342
differences between individuals are irrelevant for their birth, death, and dispersal343
rates [3, 9].344
3.2. Phylogenies based on genetic distances345
As we have described in the previous subsection, the genome of all individ-346
uals are identical at the beginning of the simulation but mutations introduce347
differences and after many generations the population will display a distribu-348
tion of genomes. Genetic distances can, therefore, be calculated between pairs349
of individuals and be used as a proxy for ancestry, such that the larger the ge-350
netic distance between two individuals the farther back should be their common351
ancestor. In order to estimate phylogenies by genetic distance, we selected the352
same individuals per species that were used to draw the phylogeny via MRCAT353
and computed a matrix of genetic distances. This process mimics the sampling354
of individuals from a real population and the comparison of their DNA’s as a355
measure of ancestry.356
From the genetic distance matrix, we estimated trees from three distance-357
based methods. Firstly, we used the UPGMA hierarchical clustering method358
[23]. In this algorithm two groups of species are clustered based on the average359
distance between all members of the groups. This method assumes a constant360
rate of change, generating ultrametric trees in which distances from the root361
to all tips are equal. Secondly, we used the NJ method [24] of phylogenetic362
inference. In this method the procedure is to find pairs of neighbors in which363
the total branch length at each stage of the clustering is minimal, starting with a364
starlike tree. Finally, we used the ME method [25], which assumes that the true365
phylogeny is probably the one with the smallest sum of branch lengths, as in the366
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NJ method. The difference is that in the ME method a NJ tree is constructed367
first and next tree topologies close to this NJ tree are estimated by certain368
criteria, with all these trees being examined and the tree with the small sum of369
branch lengths being chosen. We used the function hclust of the stats package370
in R [29] to estimate ultrametric trees from the UPGMA method. To estimate371
trees from the NJ method, we used the nj function of the ape package in R [30].372
In this case, the estimated trees are not ultrametric, so we transform then in373
ultrametric trees using the chronoMPL and multi2di functions in ape package374
[30, 31]. We used the Rkitsch function of the Rphylip package in R [32, 33] to375
estimate ultrametric trees from the ME method assuming an evolutionary clock.376
The NJ and ME methods are generally considered superior to UPGMA because377
they optimize a tree according to minimum evolution criteria. Similarly to the378
UPGMA, the NJ and ME methods are fast and efficient computationally.379
3.3. Statistical indexes to compare phylogenies380
To evaluate the accuracy of the phylogenies generated by the MRCAT algo-381
rithm and by the genetic distance methods (UPGMA, FM and ME) in relation382
to the true phylogeny generated by SSEE we use three statistics: the Robinson383
and Foulds (RF [34]) metric, the gamma statistic (γ [35]) and the Sackin’s index384
(Is [36, 37]).385
The RF metric measures the distance between phylogenetic trees, providing386
the overall topological resemblance of the phylogenies. Specifically, the RF387
metric calculates the number of internal branches present in only one of the388
trees being compared. Given two trees, T1 and T2, we define389
RF (T1, T2) =
L1
L01
+
L2
L02
(9)
where L1 and L2 are the number of branches on T1 and T2, respectively. The390
number of branches shared by T1 and T2 are represented by L
0
1 and L
0
2. The391
RF metric was calculated using the RF.dis function of the phangorn package392
in R [38].393
The γ-statistic measures the distribution of branch lengths of a tree and is394
defined as [35]:395
γ =
1
D
"
1
NS − 2
NS−1X
k=2
T (k)− T (NS)/2
#
(10)
with396
T (k) =
kX
j=2
jgj ; (11)
397
D = T (NS)/
p
12(NS − 2) (12)
where NS is the number of leaves and gk is the time interval between speciation398
events as represented by the nodes of the tree (see Fig. S4 in section III of399
the SI). The γ-statistic was calculated using the gammaStat function of the ape400
package in R [30].401
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The Sackin index measures the degree of imbalance, or asymmetry, of a tree402
[36, 37]. It is defined as403
Is =
X
j
dj (13)
in which dj is the number of nodes to be traversed between each leaf j and the404
root, including the root [39]. The expected Sackin index under a pure birth405
process (the Yule model [40]) is406
E(Is(NS)) = 2NS
NSX
k=2
1
k
≈ 2NS logNS (14)
where the approximation holds for NS large [37]. Since the expected value of407
the Sackin index increases with the tree size, a normalized index is defined to408
compare trees of different sizes:409
Ins =
Is(NS)− E(Is(NS))
NS
(15)
Here we used the normalized Sackin index to compare the phylogenies and410
calculated it using the sackin function of the apTreeshape package in R [41].411
4. Results412
We ran simulations of the speciation model described in section 3.1 with413
parameters N = 1500, L = 100, B = 150, S = 5, G = 7, µ = 0.001, D = 0.05,414
Q = 0.05. We start with the results of a single simulation to show examples of415
phylogenies. Figure 4 shows the population after 1000 generations, with squares416
representing individuals and colors indicating the 36 species generated. Species417
form spatial clusters, a consequence of the small S value used the simulation.418
The true phylogenetic tree of the population, generated using the SSEE419
algorithm, is shown in Fig. 5. Figure 5(a) shows the full phylogeny, which420
includes all speciation and extinction events. The large number of events seen421
near the root of the tree correspond mostly to unsuccessful or incomplete speci-422
ation events, in which a group of individuals momentarily splits in two species423
but quickly recombines into a single species due to mutations. We distinguish424
these events from true extinctions, which are characterized by the collapse of a425
long living species by a sharp decline in population size. This phenomenon is426
very common at the beginning of the speciation process in the model described427
in section 3.1. In Fig. 5(b),(c),(d) the full phylogeny was filtered in order to428
remove speciation reversals and keep only true extinction events. In the model,429
extinctions occur by stochastic fluctuations in the number of individuals of a430
species, which might become very small and go to zero. Figure 5(b) shows the431
phylogeny filtered by the criterion of population size at the moment of van-432
ishing: species that disappear with more than 20 individuals were considered433
speciation reversals and removed from the tree. Figures 5(c) and (d) display434
the same phylogenies but filtered also by the criterion of persistence in time:435
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Figure 4: Spatial distribution of individuals from one simulation based on the model described
in section 3.1. Individuals are represented by circles, and each color represents a different
species. Stars indicate the individuals used to draw the phylogenies shown in figure 6.
Figure 5: True phylogenies obtained with the SSEE method. (a) full phylogeny, including all
speciation and extinction events; (b) filtered phylogeny, excluding branches (species) which
had more than 20 individuals at the moment of extinction; (c) filtered phylogeny, excluding
also branches that lasted less than 50 generations and (d) 100 generations.
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branches of species that lasted less than 50 generations (c) or 100 generations436
(d) were also removed.437
Phylogenies computed from the SSEE, MRCAT and genetic distance ma-438
trices are shown in Fig. 6. Panel (a) shows the true SSEE phylogeny, filtered439
to exhibit only the extant species. Panel (b) was obtained from the MRCAT440
algorithm, with one individual from each species being selected to represent441
the species. We showed in section II of the SI (Fig. S2) that the choice of442
the individual for constructing the phylogenetic tree with MRCAT can matter.443
However, the final structure of the tree will barely vary. Finally, panel (c) shows444
the phylogeny estimated from the genetic distance matrix of the same individu-445
als used in Fig. 6(b) by the UPGMA clustering method. Differences in topology446
and branch lengths are qualitatively visible between these trees. Maternal and447
paternal genealogies obtained from the MRCAT algorithm are shown in Fig. S3448
in the SI.449
Statistical comparisons between phylogenies generated by the MRCAT algo-450
rithm and by the genetic distance methods (UPGMA, NJ and ME) in relation451
to the true phylogeny (SSEE) are shown in Fig. 7. The first line shows com-452
parisons of topology (RF metric), branch length distribution (γ-statistic) and453
degree of imbalance (Sackin index) among phylogenies after 500 generations in454
50 simulations. The second line shows the same comparisons after 1000 gen-455
erations for the same 50 simulations. Colors represent the different methods456
utilized to generate the trees. In the RF scatterplots (Fig. 7(a)(b)) the coor-457
dinates of each point refer to the normalized topological distance between the458
tree calculated with the MRCAT matrix (y-axis) or by genetic distance matrix459
(x-axis) from the true phylogenies generated by the SSEE algorithm. Small460
values of RF indicate that phylogenies are closer to the true phylogeny (SSEE).461
The diagonal dotted line defines the condition in which the topology of the462
phylogenies (RF-value) was equal in trees generated by genealogical relation-463
ships (MRCAT trees) and that estimated by genetic distance ( UPGMA, NJ464
and ME methods). The scatterplot for T = 500 (Fig. 7(a)) shows that phyloge-465
nies generated by MRCAT and genetic distance using UPGMA method (orange466
points) were similar in their RF-values, while trees estimated from NJ and ME467
methods (yellow and pink) had more different RF-values. For T = 1000 (Fig.468
7(b)) all phylogenies estimated by genetic distance-based methods differ from469
those obtained by MRCAT. The density distribution of RF values shown above470
the scatterplots indicates that MRCAT is always closer to SSEE, especially for471
T = 1000.472
Regarding the branch length distribution, the scatterplots (Fig. 7(c),(d))473
show the difference between γ-values in SSEE phylogenies (y-axis) and MRCAT474
or genetic distance (UPGMA, NJ or ME) phylogenies (x-axis). The diagonal475
dotted line defines the condition in which the γ-values of trees generated by476
genealogical relationships (MRCAT trees) or by genetic distance (by UPGMA,477
NJ and ME methods) were equal to values of true phylogenies. We observe478
that for both times (Fig. 7(c),(d)) MRCAT trees had γ distributions closer479
to true phylogenies (SSEE) than all genetic distance-based trees, with a good480
match for T = 1000. Finally, the normalized Sackin index is presented in Fig.481
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Figure 6: (a) Extant phylogeny obtained via SSEE (species are separated by one unit on
x-axis); (b) via MRCAT; (c) via genetic distance matrix using UPGMA (neighbor species are
separated by genetic distances). Colors correspond to species in Fig. 4.
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Figure 7: Comparisons among phylogenies generated by the algorithms proposed here (MR-
CAT and SSEE) and phylogenies estimated from genetic distance by UPGMA, NJ and ME
methods. Lines exhibit the comparisons of RF, gamma and Sackin’s metrics of 50 simulations
at times 500 (first line) and 1000 (second line) generations. Colors represent the different
methods utilized to generate the trees. (a) and (b): difference between RF-values of phylo-
genies obtained by MRCAT (y-axis) and by genetic distance-based methods (x-axis). Small
values of RF indicate that phylogenies are closer to the true phylogeny (SSEE). (c) and (d):
difference between branch length distributions (γ) of phylogenies generated by SSEE (y-axis,
green distribution) and MRCAT algorithm (blue) or genetic distance-based methods (orange,
yellow and pink) (x-axis). (e) and (f): the same as (c) and (d), but considering now the degree
of imbalance (Sackin index). Distributions above all scatterplots illustrate qualitatively the
differences in topology (a,b), branch length distribution (c,d) and degree of imbalance (e,f) of
phylogenies generated from each algorithm or method in the 50 simulations.
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(Fig. 7(e),(f)). The imbalance of MRCAT phylogenies was closer to the true482
phylogenies for T = 500 (Fig. 7(e)). On the other hand, for T = 1000 the483
imbalance was similar for MRCAT and all distance-based methods, except for484
the NJ. The NJ trees exhibited the most incorrect Sackin index (Fig. 7(e)(f)),485
possibly because NJ trees are not rooted, a necessary condition to compute486
this index. The rooting procedure chosen can be quite arbitrary, affecting the487
balance of the trees and consequently the Sackin index. The distributions above488
all scatterplots show qualitatively the differences in topology (Fig. 7(a),(b)),489
branch length distribution (Fig. 7(c),(d)) and degree of imbalance (Fig. 7(e),(f))490
of phylogenies generated from each algorithm or method in the 50 simulations491
performed in each time (t = 500 or t = 1000).492
5. Discussion493
Understanding all the mechanisms that promote speciation is still an open494
problem in evolutionary biology [3, 42]. Even more challenging is to identify495
which of these mechanisms were important in a particular case. A large number496
of mathematical and computational models were developed in the past years to497
understand different speciation processes, such as neutral [43–46], sexual [47–498
49] and ecological selection [12, 50]. Models have also considered the role of499
geography in speciation, such as allopatric [51–54], parapatric [10, 55] and sym-500
patric [12, 49, 56, 57]) scenarios. The results of models, however, can seldom501
be compared with real data [58, 59]. In these cases comparisons are often made502
in a macroecological scale, including qualitative species abundance and spa-503
tial distributions, species-area relationships and genetic or phenotypic distances504
[2, 6, 7, 14, 15]. Nevertheless, little attention has been given to the evolution-505
ary history of individuals and species, neglecting the macroevolutionary scale506
underlying the speciation process [16, 21].507
In this paper we have described two procedures to register the history of in-508
dividuals (MRCAT) and species (SSEE) in individual-based models. With the509
ancestor-descendant relationships or speciation events saved in MRCAT and510
SSEE matrices we have constructed trees using a clustering algorithm. These511
trees have properties demonstrated in section I of Supporting Information. In512
the MRCAT algorithm, genealogies of individuals and phylogenies of species513
were obtained, whereas in the SSEE algorithm only phylogenies of species can514
be accessed. In the SSEE algorithm speciation events are precisely recorded and515
the resulting phylogenetic tree is the true tree of the community, whereas in the516
MRCAT algorithm the relations among species are recovered from genealogical517
relationships between individuals of each species. The MRCAT algorithm al-518
lows the construction of maternal, paternal and general lineages, the last being519
analogous to cases with hermaphroditic individuals. We have applied these al-520
gorithms to a spatially explicit IBM where individuals are separated into males521
and females and sexual reproduction is restricted by genetic difference below522
a threshold and by spatial proximity. We showed that maternal, paternal and523
general genealogies generated from the MRCAT algorithm are different even524
if the same individuals are chosen to draw the trees (Supporting Information,525
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section II). Maternal and paternal genealogies (Fig. S3(a),(b)) are different be-526
cause they were obtained from different MRCAT matrices. In the first case, the527
MRCAT matrix contains the time to the most recent common female ancestor528
between each pair of individuals, while in the second case the MRCAT matrix529
has the time to the most recent common male ancestor between the same in-530
dividuals, which lead to different ancestor times and genealogical relationships.531
In addition, for the general genealogy - taking the most recent common ancestor532
among females and males (i.e., disregarding sex) - the resulting MRCAT matrix533
does not uniquely specify the genealogy (Fig. S3(c)). Regarding the phyloge-534
netic trees, we showed that they may be different if obtained by MRCAT or535
SSEE algorithm (Fig. 6(a),(b), Fig. 7). As discussed in subsection 2.3, this536
mismatch happens because the time to the most recent common ancestor be-537
tween individuals of different species is only an approximation to the speciation538
time, since speciation can happen several generations later (Fig. 3).539
Structural properties of phylogenies, such as the Sackin index and the gamma540
distribution, obtained from SSEE and MRCAT trees were compared to values541
calculated in phylogenies estimated from the genetic distance between individ-542
uals of extant species by distance-based methods (UPGMA, NJ and ME). The543
aim of this comparison was to show that the validity of these methods commonly544
used in empirical studies, where the complete past history is inaccessible, can545
be assessed with the help of models. Differences in topology and branch length546
distribution measured by the RF metric and γ-statistic, respectively, revealed547
that MRCAT trees were closer to the true phylogenies (SSEE) than genetic548
distance-based trees. The difference between the results of these two methods549
possibly lies in back mutations that can happen in the genome of individuals,550
erasing the information needed to uncover the real history among species [60].551
This phenomenon is more likely to happen at long times and for small genome552
size. Indeed, we observed that in 500 generations (Fig. 7(a)(c)) the phylogenies553
estimated from genetic distance were closer to the ones generated from MR-554
CAT algorithm than in 1000 generations (Fig. 7(b)(d)), because in the first555
case the number of back mutations were probably smaller. Another factor that556
might explain the difference between genetic distance-based and true phyloge-557
nies is the sampling of only one individual to estimate the trees in the first558
case [61]. However, phylogenies generated with MRCAT algorithm also used559
only one individual per species - the same individuals used to compute genetic560
distance indeed - which suggests that this is not a very important factor (Fig.561
7(a),(b),(c),(d)). The degree of imbalance showed a different picture, with less562
differences between MRCAT trees and genetic distance trees. Still, MRCAT563
trees were closer to the true phylogenies than the others. Trees estimated from564
genetic information in IBMs should be closer to the true phylogenies for larger565
genome sizes, where the probability of back mutations is smaller. Individual-566
based models with large or infinite genome sizes already available [26, 62] would567
provide good tests for measuring the accuracy of trees obtained by distance-568
based methods.569
The better performance of MRCAT algorithm in recover the topology and570
balance of phylogenetic trees is not surprising, since matrices generated from571
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this algorithm hold the exact times to the most recent common ancestors. How-572
ever, this type of exact information cannot be recovered from empirical data of573
contemporary samples. On the other hand, distance-based methods are com-574
monly used for inference of phylogenetic trees from empirical data [61]. The575
advantage of these methods, especially the NJ method, is their computational576
efficiency. Indeed, cluster algorithms are faster than optimality criteria used577
in character-based methods, like maximum parsimony and maximum likelihood578
[61, 63]. Distance methods are particularly useful for analysis of data sets con-579
taining sequences with low levels of divergence [61]. However, methods based580
on genetic distances can perform poorly when the data set contains sequences581
with high levels of divergence due to greater sampling error in larger genetic dis-582
tances. As most distance-based methods do not account for the high variances583
of large distance estimates, the inference of phylogenetic relationships could be584
impaired when these methods are employed [61]. In our model, trees generated585
from genetic distance methods were more different from the true trees (SSEE)586
than MRCAT phylogenies possibly because of high divergence among simulated587
genomes. This also could explain the high similarity in tree summary statis-588
tics among distance methods (Fig. 7). Moreover, the worst performance of NJ589
method in recover tree balance might be due to the lack of an explicit optimiza-590
tion criterion in the selection of taxon pairs in the original method proposed591
by Saitou and Nei [24] and utilized here [30, 63]. In addition, the choice of a592
substitution model to compute the pairwise distance between sequences might593
be important to determine the efficacy of distance methods [61]. Here we used594
the Hamming distance to calculate differences between pairs of sequences, but595
other methods could yield different results [64–67].596
Modifications of the model to include loci not linked to the computation597
of genetic threshold would be important to understand how phylogenetic trees598
computed from these loci would differ from the ones computed here. Changing599
parameters values such as genome size and mutation rate could also affect tree600
estimations from distance-based methods and are a possible direction to future601
research. Nevertheless, the incorporation of algorithms that record the evolu-602
tionary history of individuals and species in an IBM context is an important603
step to help understanding the patterns left by specific speciation mechanisms604
at the macroevolutionary level.605
6. Conclusions606
The recent interest in the role of evolutionary history to explain the spa-607
tial patterns of abundance and species diversity calls for the incorporation of608
phylogenetic trees in the speciation modeling approach. Phylogenetic trees are609
essential tools to understand macroevolutionary patterns of diversity. They re-610
veal how species are related to each other and the times between speciation611
events. Moreover, topological structure and branch length distribution also612
contain clues about processes originating a particular group of species. Previ-613
ous works have already considered this problem for simpler models where each614
mutation corresponds directly to a new species [16]. Our study provides the615
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first general attempt to extend individual-based models by incorporating the616
branching process using the ancestor-descendant relationships between individ-617
uals and species. We believe this methodology will help predict and classify the618
macroevolutionary branching process, as well as the corresponding macroeco-619
logical patterns (e.g., species abundance distributions), resulting from different620
speciation models. The comparison of these results with empirical studies may621
clarify the role of different processes in generating the patterns observed in na-622
ture [4, 5]. Finally, the role of extinction in determining macroevolutionary623
patterns is an open field [19] which could be explored by using the full phyloge-624
netic trees generated from the SSEE algorithm introduced here.625
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